Day 1
8:30 AM - 5:00 PM

EMOTIONAL SUPPORT IN LAW ENFORCEMENT

8:30 AM - Training Begins
Introduction & Training Overview
Stress & Trauma: The Impact, Signs, and Symptoms of Trauma
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM - Lunch
1:00 PM - Injured Officer: Life & Marriage After a Critical Incident
Surviving Your Law Enforcement Career
Keys to Recovering from Traumatic Events
5:00 PM - Training Dismissal

Day 2
8:30 AM - 5:00 PM

IMPACTS OF LINE-OF-DUTY DEATHS

8:30 AM - Training Begins
Supporting The Family
10:00 AM - Survivor Panel
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM - Lunch
Agency & Co-Worker Support
5:00 PM - Training Dismissal

Day 3
8:30 AM - 3:30 PM

LAW ENFORCEMENT BENEFITS
SUICIDE AWARENESS & PREVENTION

8:30 AM - Training Begins
Law Enforcement Benefits
10:00 AM - Suicide Awareness & Prevention
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM - Lunch
1:00 PM - Suicide Awareness & Prevention - Continued
Training Summary
3:30 PM - Training Dismissal

Agenda & Times are Subject to Change depending on the amount of questions. Additional information will be given to participants during registration. Registration opens each Morning of Training at 8:00 AM.